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Every medical technology has both advanta,l{es and disadvantages. T71e disadvantages
are (?ften intangible. Transplanted patients~for example)feel that they have to be
grat~ful) and they can experience this obligation as a heavy burden. In copin,l{
with screenir~l{ technologies and probabilities (?f disease) people tend to make their
decision via binary thinb/~l{ (whether the chance (?f having something serious is 1
in 100 or 1 in 100) (00) a chance is a chance) and want to avoid feelings (?f
re<-l{ret. In this 'way) a Faustian spiral Clf choice-giving technologies tOcl{ether with
the avoidance Clffeelings Clfr~gret results which takes on an increasingly uncontrollable
character.

Five hundred years after PARACELSUS we are living in the age ofthe technological
revolution. No one will deny that the developments in the field of science and
technology have changed our world fundamentally.What would the world look
like without all the Inodern technical achievelnents? It is, of course, inlpossible
to answer such a question.

hnagine that organ transplantation had turned out to be a useless technology
because not one single organ could function in SOll1eone else's body.The world
would certainly have looked different: a large group ofpeople would no longer
be alive and rnany relatives would be mourning the loss of a loved one. But
others would not have been confronted with the consequences of technological
failure (unsuccessful transplants), or the bitter after-taste of a «lnissed chance»
because no donor organ became available. If there had never been any organ
transplantations, n1any parents whose child had been killed in a traffic accident
would not have been able to cOlnfort thel11selves during the nlourning process
with the thought that someone else could carry on living thanks to their child's
organs. But then again, there would never have been a mother who, after having
given permission for her son's organs to be removed, had felt deeply sorry. We
studied this subject and I rernelnber very well a woman whom I interviewed.
Suddenly she started crying and left the room, and when she returned she told
me that she could not bear the idea that they had cut up her son's body, of
which he was so proud.
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Advantages and disadvantages of medical technology

Twenty centuries ago OVIl)IUS wrote «Nil prodest quod non laedere possit idem»:
every medical technology has both advantages and disadvantages. For every
rnedical technology it can be said that «it is a pity for some that it was developed»,
although it is not always easy to say to whom this applies and whether the
people involved will experience it or express it in this way. Penicillin can be
regarded as a blessing for mankind but some would have been better offwithout
it: those to whom it was administered too LIst or in too large a quantity.

Let us take as an example the in vitro j£'rtilization technology. The majority of
sterile women who undergo in vitro fertilization will never have a baby: wouldn't
it have been better for them if IVF had never been developed? No one can
answer this question. The average success rate in Western IVF-clinics is between
ten and fifteen per cent. But what would we have done if it had appeared to be
much lower?

We conducted a survey among a group ofWOlTlen who were on the waiting list
f()f IVF and found that even if the chance of'success was only two per cent
almost two thirds ofthenl would still choose in favour of lVI,'. Would such a low
success rate be reason to withhold the IVF technolobT)' fJ'on1 the public because
we find it unacceptable that so nuny women undergo an invasive therapy and
hormone treatrnent f<.w nothing? And what about the investment in manpower
and means? Isn't it unethical to spend so nmch nlOney on a half-way technology
whereas, in manyWestern societies, it appears that we are more and n10re incapable
of providing adequate daily care (feeding, washing etc.) for handicapped people
or dem~entia patients?

It is clear that modern medicine offers us a lot and everyone is profiting fi'om it
(at least in the Western societies). But rnore and rnore medical technologies are
subject to discussion and arc therefore controversial. This is especially the case
with the ever increasing number of screening technologies, f()r example J!.ene

carriership screenil1,R (one sometimes gets the impression that researchers and doctors
are becoming increasingly worried that nuny people are not worrying yet). In
the Netherlands - as in nuny other countries - there is discussion about the
acceptability ofscreening carriers for the cysticjibrosisp,ene. One in thirty inhabitants
(three per cent) carries the CP-gene, which means that one in 900 couples are
both gene carriers and those couples have a 25% per cent chance that their child
will have cystic fibrosis. The gene has been found on the seventh chromosOlne,
and the DNA-test only costs a few dollars. A screening programme no doubt
will be cost-effective. So why not offer this gene carriership screening to all
young people who are in the reproductive phase of their life? It is clear that in
these cases we should be aware of the social consequences of the technology.
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But what exactly are they? A technology should do more good than hanl1, but
the problem is that in this case the harm is intangible.

Quality of life

Some medical technologies are controversial because of their eHects with regard
to the outcome of the technology in terms of «quality oflife».The terrn «quality
oflife» has becOll1e a key concept in rnodern medicine. Policy-nnkers are asking
for hard facts about rnedical outcOll1es, and a large number of instrunlents have
been developed for Il1easuring health status and subjective well-being. They are
used, ;unongst others, in the field of organ transplantation, and these studies
usually give a positive picture of the subjective well-being of the patients
concerned.

This was also apparent in our evaluation of the liver transplantation programme
at the university hospital where I work: the questionnaires demonstrated that,
on average, physical recovery was good, and n10st respondents considered
themselves healthy. On the scales of «well-being» that were presented to the
transplanted patients, the average scores were high, sometimes even higher than
those of the average «healthy» population.

This quantitative data, however, is not very infonnative if wc are interested in
the patient's individual experiences (his hopes, fears, disappointments, etc.).
Therefore, a qualitative approach is desirable. In the liver transplantation study
we made use of in-depth interviews and fc)Und that, in cOll1parison to the
infonnation derived fi'om the questionnaires, the image was less honlOgeneous
and also less positive. Many respondents had experienced varying degrees of
psycho-social problcIlls, and in some cases we were confronted with serious
problerns (depressive complaints, suicide atteIllpts). The problems not only
appeared to arise shortly after the operation, but also many years later. The
extreme, favourable picture regarding the quality oflife emerging fl-om the answers
on the questionnaire had to be put into perspective.

How can the discrepancy between the quantitative and qualitative data be
explained? There are, of course explanations of a general psychological nature
(such as «adaptation» and «cognitive dissonance»). But there are also rllore specific
clarifications. Many transplanted patients expressed the fC'eling that they have to
be grateful to the donor and to all who did their utIl10St to rnaintain the patient's
welfare (the doctors, nurses, their fanlily). This gives theIll the obligation to be
positive and optimistic, dnd they can experience it as a heavy burden that they
have to be happy ~nd are not allowed to complain.

The evaluation oftransplant technolof,'Y is particularly focused on the flmctioning
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of patients following a transplant, and we always sce pictures of happy patients
and farnilies who do so well after the operation. But there are, as was stated
before, lllore people and aspects involved which require attention.

In our study, we also paid attcntion to the drawbacks of this technology. We
interviewed the relatives of patients who had been turned down for the trans
plant - and died. A large proportion of the respondents were left with negative
fc'elings concerning their involvement in the transplant programme. Bitterness
and resentment werc not unconlmon.Two thirds of this group ofrelatives agreed
with the staten1ent: «The loss of a loved ,one is more difficult to cope with if a
liver transplant had appeared possible».

We also interviewed the relatives of patients who had died during or after the
transplant. We asked this group of respondents how they felt about the whole
affair, looking back. <<I'm gratdiIl that 111y wife could have the chance; they did
everything they could for hen>, was the answer of a man whosc wife died some
months after the operation. But others were left with negative feelings, and for
thelll, the involvement in the transplant progran11ne ll1eant an extra burden.
Five of the 14 relatives agreed with the statenlent: «If the possibility of a liver
transplant had never existed, it would have saved us a great deal ofproblems and
worry» (three disagreed, six were neutral).

The technological fix

Modern societies are very technology-oriented. But it should be realised that
every technological solution to a problerll disturbs a certain balance and gives
rise to other problems in adjacent fields for which, in our rational-technological
society, fllrther technological solutions 111Ust be found (the technological jix).

Transplantation technology is a clear example of such a developnlent: multi
organ transplants, marketing of organs, increasing waiting lists, artificial organs
are facing us with new moral dilenunas. These dilenunas are also present in the
case of the reproductive technology, which is n1Y second example. Many
diagnostic procedures can inform us about the condition of the fetus. Everyone
is farlliliar with technologies such as amniocentesis and chorionic villi samplin{>!,.
However, these technologies are rather invasive and expensive, which nleans
that they are not suitable for screening procedure. But the discovery of the
micro-cosmos goes on and on, and nowadays new tests on blood salnples ft-0111

pregnant women are supplying us with more and more information about the
f<:,tus. Together with Inaternal age these biochelnical nlarkers can be used to
assess the risk of DOWN'S syndrol1lC. These blood tests can be used for large scale
screening progranlll1es. If all the two hundred thousand pregnant won1en in the
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Netherlands were screened and if the group with the highest risk received fur
ther examinations such as alllniocentesis, then 60 per cent of the children with
DOWN'S syndrome would be detected (which is twice as high as when usmg
only the age-selection criterium, which in the Netherlands is 36 years).

The Dutch government has reservations about this 11laSS screening. At some
Dutch teaching hospitals, experiments are carried out with these new serum
rnarkers. The blood test leads to situations in which a normal twenty-eight
year-old pregnant woman is told that: «The results of the serum test show that
your risk of having a child with DOWN'S syndrome is not 1: 1,100, but 1 in 185

(which is higher than the risk ofa thirty-six-year-old pregnant wornan who has
the right to 11lake use of amniocentesis).

We perfonlled a study examining how WOlnen, who had been told on the basis
of the scrum test that they ran an increased risk of giving birth to a child with
DOWN's syndrome, coped with this infornlation.We interviewed twenty younger
pregnant wonlen and we found that the participants were not very well infonlled
about the 11leaning of the serum test. Those who received the news that the test
had indicated an increased risk ofgiving birth to a child with DowN's syndrome
found it very stressful. The WOlnen did not think in terms of <<now I run a
greater risk», but were l110re or less convinced that «there is something wrong
with my baby». Consequently, the m~~ority of WOlllen were deternlined to
undergo arnniocentesis to be certain. They say «I can't get through these nine
months with such a feeling of uncertainty; I've got to know for sure whether
there is anything wrong.»

Psychosocial consequences

With these tests wc arc interfering with the normality of pregnancy, because
every woman is faced with a new choice, a choice that 11lakes her responsible
for the outcOlne, whether she uses the test or not. It is also apparent that
technologies such as the l11aternal serUIll-screening have an impact on society as
a whole. OtTering these screening tests may lead to what BARBARA KAT?

ROTI-IMAN called "i'he T(Jtltative Prc,1.!,11aI1CY· Before long, all pregnancies win have
a tentative character: women will not be or feel pregnant until a series of tests
has been carried out in the tlrst few nlonths ofpregnancy and the results of these
tests are all favourable. Moreover it willnlean that in the future no child win be
born unconditionally any more, that every mother will have put conditions on
her child (<<I did want you but tlrst had checked whether you were o.K.»).

These macro-sociological implications of technological developnlents cannot
be verified operationally - much less can they be measured. But they should be
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taken seriously, When are the negative side-eHt~cts of a screening reason to
withhold the test fl'om people? How nlUch anxiety and how many disturbed
pregnancies weigh up against the detection of one defective fetus? In our We
stern society, many consider it an unacceptable form ofpaternalism ifit is decided
to withhold these kinds of technologies fro111~ people: everybody should decide
for her- or himself about the usefulness ofa certain technology (the autono111y
principle).13ut how far should we go?

Many new nledical technologies involve chances and thercf()lT could be called
choice-giving technologies. How do people deal with this sort of data and which
chances and risks do they find acceptable? In order to gain rnore insight into
these problenls, we conducted a study in which we asked a group of young
mothers the following question: {<Would you take your newborn baby to a
screening clinic and leave it there f()f 24 hours to undergo tests for the early
detection (and adequate treatlllent) of a serious disease which occurs in 1 in
90.000 cases?». Over one third (38(0'») of the respondents said they would
participate. We were surprised by this result. Even after having presented the
drawbacks of such a screening test (separation of rnother and child, interference
with breast ft'eding, car accidents ete.) nldny of the respondents remained in
f~lVour of screening.

We presented the f()llowing question to a group of blood donors: (<Imagine that
you underwent a rnedical procedure with a risk of becOlning contaminated
withAIDS ofl in 5 million, would you worry about it?». Halfof the respondents
indicated that it would worry them. We then asked: «Would you be prepared to
rnake a financial contribution to exclude this risk?»

Almost half said that they would be prepared to pay, and one third of them
would pay a week's wages or nlOre.

Why does such a minute possibility induce so many people to behave in this
way?Two tIctors play an important role. In the first place psychological research
has shown that people in such situations tend to lllake their decision via binary
thinking. Whether the chance of having something serious is 1 in 100 ort in
1OO,O()(), a chance is a chance people argue, and even if the chance of a positive
result is 5ma]] , they will say (<suppose that one person is nle».Another explanation
is that in the decision-making process people are influenced, ~llllongother things,
b)( the anticipation of the feelings that rnight arise if it should appear that they
made the wrong decision; people want to avoid feelings ofregret.This «anticipated
decision regret» can explain that people often fInd it very ditIicult to refuse the
medical technologies offered to them. This can be illustrated by a citation hom
an interview with the wife of a liver patient who died six months after the
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operation: «You often find yourself wondering whether it was all worth it. But
if we'd decided not to do it, my husband wouldn't have been here now either
and you'd always have been left with the regret that you hadn't tried everything».
And rnany women on the IVI:7.....waiting I1st stated: «Now that the IVF method
exists I feel that J should nldke use of it: then at least I will have tried everything
possible».

We are living in the age of the technological revolution. Science will continue
developing choice-giving technologies - a Fallstian dilemma? People show a
strong tendency towards averting every chance of an approaching calamity and
will go to great lengths to avoid feelings of regret. «At least we tried everything»
is what people tend to say. Moreover, it is considered an unacceptable fonn of
paternalism if it is decided to withhold these choice-giving technologies from
the public. In this way, a spiral of science, technology and efficiency arises which
takes on an uncontrollable character. Five hundred years after PARAC:ELSUS we
have to ask ourselves: are we selling our souls to technology?
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